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What is this work about (and not about)?

A stylized mathematical model for obtaining structural 
insights

- impact of lockdown and precautionary measures 
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This work is NOT about accurate forecasting
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SIS: susceptible-infected-susceptible

Susceptible becomes infected at a rate (exp) 

Infected becomes susceptible at a rate (exp)

Suitable for computer networks or online social networks
- however, person-level contact graphs are rarely known 

Study epidemic on a 
coarser graph capturing 
interactions between 
population centers

The quantity of interest
- extinction time: time to hit 0

Ganesh, Massoulie and Towsley 
2005
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#infection in that center

precautionary measures movement restrictions

Population 
center

Question: lockdown and 
testing/isolation strategy to be 
rolled out today

- is it good enough or is it 
unnecessarily stringent?



Related work
Structural similarity with metapopulation models

- mean field dynamics (ODE involving               ) of different metapopulation models 
studied by Colizza et al. 2007, 2008

               - assume a sharp phase transition threshold and finds that 
                          
                - naturally emerges from our stochastic analysis
                         - stochastic analysis is more general than mean field
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Sharp threshold from stochastic analysis of epidemics and . . . . 
- population-center based model with state-dependent infectiousness 
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First part: builds on Ganesh et al. 2005
- analyze decay of                  , state-dependence

Second part: show transitivity of the CTMC 
- embedded chain using Lyapunov 
- prove non-explosivity of the CTMC

Question: lockdown and 
testing/isolation strategy to be 
rolled out today

- is it good enough or is it 
unnecessarily stringent?

Some
important
questions 
emerge!
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Lower order terms 
- significant for low/moderate initial infection
- sensitive to non-asymptotic values of 

Behavior of the lower order term

(after changing
the scale)
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Non-asymptotic behaviors are interesting
          

- general case requires investigations

. . . quickly through  teenage-midlife problem
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- what about k-tuples?

                  
- is the lim inf of the gap between 

two consecutive tuples bounded?

I do not have answers to any and neither did my (very 
few) pure/applied number theorist friends

Teenage-midlife problem

(prime, prime multiple of 2, 
     prime multiple of 3)

Today 
13-7-22
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This seems to have a 
connection with Corollary 1.9 
in Green and Tao 2008. 
(Can be true!)
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SIS: susceptible-infected-susceptible

Susceptible becomes infected at a rate (exp) 

Infected becomes susceptible at a rate (exp)

The continuous time stochastic process of interest:
- extinction time: time to hit 0
- maximum infection spread

This model does not capture the effect of social/contact graph

infectiousness


